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REDUCTION TO CANONICAL FORMS AND THE STOKES
PHENOMENON IN THE THEORY OF LINEAR
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS*
G. K. IMMINK?
Abstract. Previous results concerning the existence of right inverses of linear difference operators on
Banach Spaces of holomorphic functions are extended. The Stokes phenomenon is analyzed for a class of
very singular linear difference equations.
Key words, linear difference operator, right inverse, asymptotic expansion, canonical form, Stokes
phenomenon, connection matrix
AMS(MOS) subject classification. 39A10
Introduction. This paper is concerned with homogeneous linear difference
equations of the type
(0.1) y(s+ 1)-A(s)y(s)=O,
where s is a complex variable and A is an n n matrix function, meromorphic at
More precisely, we shall assume that A Gl(n; C{s-}[s]), n N. We are interested in
the global asymptotic properties of solutions of (0.1), i.e., their behaviour as s- o in
an arbitrary direction.
It should be noted here that, in general, solutions of (0.1) are not analytic in a
(reduced) neighbourhood of . However, it is easily seen from (0.1) that any solution,
analytic in a left half plane, can be continued analytically to a region of the form
U(R), where
(0.2) U(R)={sC: [s+x[>=RVx>=O}, R>0.
Similarly, the relation
y(s):a(s)-’y(s+l)
implied by (0.1), shows that any solution, analytic in a right halfplane, can be continued
analytically to a region of the form U(R), R>0. Therefore, we shall consider the
asymptotic behaviour of solutions of (0.1) in regions of either type.
The usual approach to this kind of problem is the following. First, the existence
of fundamental solutions of the equation with a prescribed asymptotic behaviour, in
different sectors covering a neighbourhood of oo is established. Next, the relations
between these solutions are studied.
For example, let Y and Y2 be holomorphic fundamental solutions of (0.1),
admitting the same asymptotic representation in a left and an upper halfplane, respec-
tively. The connection matrix P is defined by
(0.3) Y:
As Yl(S-k- 1) Yl(S)-1-- Y2(s-k- 1) Y2(s)-1-- A(s), P is a periodic function of period 1.
Obviously, (0.3) defines the analytic continuation of Y1 to an upper halfplane and
knowledge of P implies knowledge of the asymptotic behaviour of Y1 in this upper
half plane.
Received by the editors March 23, 1988" accepted for publication (in revised form) March 12, 1990.
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The asymptotic representations that play a role in the study of (0.1) are the
so-called formal solutions of this equation. It is known that (0.1) possesses a formal
fundamental solution of the form
I(s) =/3(s) diag {s exp ql(s),’’’, sm exp q,,(s)},
where/3 e Gl(n; C[[s-/P]][sl/p]) for some p e, m et(m _-< n), G is a constant matrix
and
P
(0.4) qj(s) djs log s + Idj,hShIp
h=l
with d e Q and /j,h e C for each j e {1,. ., m}, h e {1,. ., p} (cf. [2], [13], [16]). All
constants figuring in this representation are uniquely determined by the matrix function
A, except for/Xj,p, which is determined up to a multiple of 27ri (this is related to the
fact that any matrix solution of (0.1), when multiplied from the right with a periodic
matrix function, remains a solution of (0.1)).
If di d for all i, je{1,..., m}, the numbers
1 degr (qi q
P
will be called the "levels" of the difference equation. The most difficult case to deal
with is when di # dj for at least one pair (i,j) with j. In this case we will say that
the "level 1 +’’ is present in (0.1). If d dj for all #j, we shall, with a slight abuse
of terminology, speak of a difference equation of level 1 + (cf. [4]).
Existence theorems for solutions of homogeneous linear difference equations with
a prescribed asymptotic behaviour have been the subject of various studies since the
beginning of this century (cf. [1], [3], [5], [7], [12]). The most general result so far is
a theorem by Birkhoff and Trjitzinsky (cf. [1]). It states that, in every quadrant F of
the form
F= see- 2_arg(s-so)<=(k+l)2;Isl>-R keT,z, soeC R>0,
there exists a holomorphic fundamental solution of (0.1), represented asymptotically
by a given formal fundamental solution as s in F, provided R is sufficiently large.
However, the proof of this result contains some inaccuracies and its correctness has
been questioned.
In [7] we have derived existence theorems for both linear and nonlinear difference
equations using a method developed by Hukuhara, Sibuya, Malgrange and others, for
analogous problems in the theory of differential equations (cf. [6], [11], [14], [17]).
It is based on the existence of right inverses of linear difference operators on Banach
spaces of functions that are holomorphic in suitable ("proper") regions of the complex
plane. Later we realized that the class of "proper" regions considered in [7], at least
in the presence of level 1 +, was too restricted, and that our results could be easily
extended. This is explained in 2 of the present paper. These generalizations permit
us to give a straightforward proof of the theorem of Birkhoff and Trjitzinsky, thereby
settling the first half of our problem.
Next, we turn to the second part: the connection problem or Stokes phenomenon,
i.e., the change in asymptotic behaviour of solutions of the equation, as they are
continued analytically beyond certain "maximal regions." This phenomenon has been
studied in [8], under "generic" conditions, and in particular the link with the theory

























































classification of difference equations, which has been solved by Ecalle in [4]. Neverthe-
less, the precise nature of the Stokes phenomenon in the most general case of (0.1)
has remained somewhat mysterious. The results presented in 2 also contribute to a
better understanding of this phenomenon.
The maximal regions in which a solution of (0.1) may be represented asymptotically
by a given formal solution are bounded by curves of the form
Re{q(s)-q(s)}=c, i,j{1,...,m}, i#j.
We shall call these curves Stokes curves of level k if d d and 1/p degr (q-q)- k,
and Stokes curves of level 1 / if d # d. Due to the infinite number of possible
determinations of the/,p in (0.4), there is a countably infinite number of Stokes curves
of the levels 1 and 1 / (we do not distinguish between curves that differ only in the
value of c). Whereas two Stokes curves of a level less than or equal to 1 generally
have distinct limiting directions, those of level 1 / all have the same limiting directions,
viz. those of the positive and negative imaginary axis. This makes the analysis of the
Stokes phenomenon more delicate in the presence of the level 1 / than otherwise. In
order to distinguish between different solutions, we must take into consideration their
behaviour along curves of the type
Re s(log s + iO) c, 0 R.
Section 4 deals with the Stokes phenomenon of homogeneous linear difference
equations of level 1 +. We study the properties of the periodic matrix functions connect-
ing two fundamental solutions of (0.1) represented asymptotically by the formal
fundamental solution in different maximal regions (a method to compute the leading
parts of these connection matrices from the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients
of the formal fundamental solution is discussed in [9]).
Throughout this paper, we have restricted ourselves to "classical" asymptotic
expansions, just as in [7], however, all statements remain valid (with slight
modifications) when these expansions are replaced by asymptotic expansions with
suitable Gevrey-type error bounds (cf. also [10]).
I. Definitions and notation.
I.I. Classes of holomorphic functions admitting an asymptotic power series rep-
resentation. In order to describe the asymptotic properties of solutions of (0.1), we
introduce families of closed unbounded regions of C, indexed by a parameter R R+,
which measures the distance to the origin. We define classes of holomorphic functions
on these regions, admitting an asymptotic expansion with uniform error bounds.
We shall restrict our attention to subregions of C\E-. All results obtained for this
type of regions can be easily "translated" into analogous statements for corresponding
regions in C\+, by means of the following equality:
y(s+ 1)-A(s)y(s)=
-A(s){fi(-s)-A(-s- 1)37(-s 1)},
where A and )7 are defined by
(s) a(-s 1)-1, fi(s) y(-s).
DEFINITION 1.1.1. An asymptotic set $ of closed regions is a decreasing set of
closed unbounded regions S(R) of the complex plane, defined for all R > 1, with the
property that d (S(R), 0) --> as R -> .
DEFXNIa’ION 1.1.2. Let I be an index set and let Si={Si(R),R>I} be an
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the sets
respectively. A set of the first type will be called an asymptotic set.
If I is a finite set then U ii Si is again an asymptotic set of closed regions. If, in
addition, ii S(R) for all R > 0, then also flier S is an asymptotic set of closed
regions.
DEFINITION 1.1.3. Let S be an asymptotic set of closed regions. By // (S) we shall
denote the set of all functions f on C with the following properties:
(i) There exists a positive number R such that f is continuous on S(R) and
holomorphic in int S(R).
(ii) There exist an integer ho, a positive integer p and complex numbers ah, h 771
such that, for all N N,
sup S NIP S)- ahS-h/p < 00.
sS(R) h=h
If these conditions are fulfilled we write
E ahs-h/P=f and f---f, s-->oo, sS(R).
h =ho
Remark. Different functions that coincide on S(R) for some R > 0, will be iden-
tified. More precisely, a "function" f is to be thought of as a representative of the
equivalence class of all functions g with the property that there exists a positive number
R such that g(s)=f(s) for all s S(R).
Let I be a finite index set and suppose that, for every /, S is an asymptotic
set of closed regions. Then, obviously, (UI Si) is contained in rqii (s). if, in
addition, int LJI Si(R)-- LJi int S(R) for all R> 1, then it immediately follows that
(U,, S,)=f"I,, (S,).
DEFINITION 1.1.4. Let I be an index set and, for every I, let S be an asymptotic
set of closed regions such that
int U S(R)= U intS(R) for allR>l.
iI iI
Let S LJ S. By (S) we shall denote the set
ii
by (S) the set of all f J/t (S) such that
] u Clr-’/"]l,
pl
and by 4o(S) the set of f (S) with the property that f 0.
In the following definition some particular examples of asymptotic sets are given.
DEFINITION 1.1.5. For all ao, /3o[-7r, 7r] such that ao</3o, we define the
following asymptotic sets:
(i) The "closed sector" S[ao,/30] defined by
S[ao,/3o](R) {s C\-: ao_-< arg (s + Re) _-</30 for all a [-7r, 7r]};
(ii) The "half-open sectors" S[ao,/30) Uo<<o S[ao,/3] and S(ao,/30]
U,,,o<,,, <o S[a,/o];

























































If S is any of the sectors defined in (ii) and (iii), then S will denote the closed sector
S[o,/o].
1.2. Canonical forms and formal invariants. We use the following notation"
K= U C{s-’/P}[s’/"], I= U Cs-1/p[s1/p].
peN p
Let S be an asymptotic set. If AEnd(n;(S)) and FGl(n; (S)), or A
End (n;/) and F G1 (n;/) we shall denote by AF the matrix function
AF(s) F(s+ 1)-lA(s)F(s).
By AA we shall denote the linear difference operator defined by
AAy(s)= y(s+ 1)-A(s)y(s),
where y belongs to a suitable space of n-dimensional vector functions.
Let A, B G1 (n; (S)). The difference operators AA and An are said to be formally
equivalent if there exists a matrix function F G1 (n;/) with the property that
If A G1 (n; (S)) the difference operator AA is known to be formally equivalent
to a difference operator Ay, of the following particular type. The matrix function is
block diagonal,
diag {A1, , A,}, m N]
with diagonal blocks of the form
Aj(s) exp {qj(s + 1) q(s)}(1 + 1/s)%,
where, for j6 {1,. ., m},
(1.2.1) Pq(s) ds log s + [.l,j,hSh/p, p [, d 7//p, /X,l,’’’,/x/,pC,
h=l
0 _<- Im X,p < 2-, and
G=Tffn+N, ,/ C, 0_-<Re 7< l/p, neN, N is a nilpotent
n x n matrix.
The matrix function is uniquely determined by A up to permutations of the diagonal
blocks. We shall assume that the blocks are arranged in such a way that
di<-_d ifi<j, i,j{1,...,m}.
DEFINITION 1.2.2. A matrix function with the above-mentioned properties will
be called a canonical matrix or a canonical form of A.
The numbers d, 7, and/X.h (j { 1," , in}, h { 1,. -, p}) are formal invariants
of the difference equation AAy=0. They are uniquely determined by the matrix
function A.
We shall further use the following notation:
Q diag {qlIn,. ", q,In,n},
Y(s)=eQ(S)s (note that A(s)= (s+ 1)(s)-l),
d(A)={dl,. .,d,},
k(A) {degr q :j {1,. -, m} such that d 0} (degr qj
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DEFINITION 1.2.3. Let k k(A), k # 0. By Ek(A) we shall denote the set of all
real numbers a with the property that there is a j {1,. -, m} such that dj- 0, degr
qj k and
a arg P,j,pk if k # 1,
a=2 arg(/Zj,pmod2zri) ifk=l.
Furthermore, we define: Eo(A)= and Z(A) LJkk(A),k(A).
The elements of E(A) are comparable to the Stokes directions in the theory of
homogeneous linear differential equations.
DEFINITION 1.2.4. By O(A) we shall denote the set of all real numbers 0 with the
property that there is a j {1, , m} such that dj # 0 and
djO Im/Xj,p mod 2 zr.
The problem of transforming a given matrix function A into a canonical form
is equivalent to that of finding a solution of the equation
Y(s+ 1)= A(s) Y(s)A(s) -1
in some appropriate set of matrix functions Y. By o-(A) we shall denote the matrix
function corresponding to the linear mapping
y
--> AYA-1.
It is easily verified that o-() is a canonical form of o-(A). Hence it follows, for example,
that
d(r(A)) {d- d’: d, d’ d(A)}.
It will often prove convenient to partition other matrices in the same way as a
given canonical matrix (cf. (1.2.1)) associated with the particular problem under
consideration. If M is an n x n matrix, the notation Mij (i, j e { 1, , m}) will always
refer to a block of M in that partition and not to a single matrix element.
2. Existence theorems.
2.1. Preliminaries. The following sections are mainly concerned with the existence
of right inverses of linear difference operators AA defined on Banach spaces of
holomorphic functions of the type described in the definition below.
DEFINITION 2.1.1. Let r and let G be a closed region of the complex plane.
By B(G) we denote the Banach space of all functions f with the following properties:
(i) f is continuous on G and holomorphic in int G;
(ii) I[fl[r--- supso Isrf(s)[ < C.
If S is an asymptotic set of closed regions the following two statements are
equivalent:
(i) f o(S);
(ii) There exists a positive number R such that f B,.(S(R)) for all r.
Let S be an asymptotic set of closed regions S(R) with the additional property
that s S(R) implies s + 1 S(R) for all R > 1 and let A Gl(n; (S)). It is easily
seen that there exists a real number u such that the difference operator AA maps

























































DEFINITION 2.1.2. An asymptotic set ofclosed regions S is proper for the difference
operator A if there exist real numbers ro and v, positive numbers Ro and K, and linear
mappings
A, :B,.(S(R))" Br_v(S(R))"
defined for all r_-> ro and all R _-> Ro such that
(i) AAr,Rf= Ar_u,RAf f for all fe Br(S(R)) n,
(ii) [IA,fII- Kllfl[,
(iii) If r’> r => ro, then A,l,(s()).- A,,.
2.2. The asymptotic sets So. Let C > 0, 0 E. We shall consider regions of the
complex plane bounded by curves of the following type:
trc(0) {s C: Re (s log s ei) C},
where log s has the principal value.
We begin by deriving some properties of these curves. First of all, note that a
change from 0 to -0 is equivalent to a reflection of crc(O) with respect to the real
axis. Therefore, we shall restrict the discussion to nonnegative values of 0.
If Isl < 1, then Re s log Isl < 1/e and, consequently, Re (s log s e i) < I/e+ 7r+ 0.
From now on we shall always assume that C is so large that d(crc(0), 0)> 1. We put
Im s x, Re s p.
On the set V-’{(x,p)G2: xO if p=<0} we define a function F by
F(x, p) p log x/(p2 + xa) x{arg (p + ix) + 0}.
By assumption, F(x, p) < C for all (x, p) with the property that p2 + x2 _< 1. Furthermore,
we have
DpF(x, p) 1 + log /(p2 q_ X2).
Consequently, DpF(x, p)> 1 whenever p2+x2-> 1. Hence it follows that, for every
x , there is a unique p R such that
(2.2.1) F(x,p)=C.
Indicating this number by p(x) and differentiating (2.2.1) with respect to x we obtain
(2.2.2) p’(x)={O+arg(p(x)+ix)}{l+log/(p(x)2+x2)}-1, x(-oo, ).
Obviously, the function p(x)/x log x/(p(x)+ x) is bounded on Ixl> 1 and hence
(2.2.3) p(x)= logx
For a more detailed description of the curve trc(0) it is convenient to distinguish the
following three cases.
Case 1. 0=< 0 < 7r/2. The corresponding class of curves (reflected with respect to
the imaginary axis) has been studied in [7]. These curves are completely contained in
the right halfplane p>0. p(x) has an absolute minimum which is attained when
arg (p(x)+ ix)=-0. The symmetrical case (0 =0) is represented in Fig. 1.
Case 2. 0= r/2. In this case p’(x) is positive for all x, but tends to 0 as
x -o. The curve trc(Tr/2) is contained in the right halfplane p > 0 and is asymptotic
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FIG. FIG. 2
Case 3. 0 > 7r/2. The curves in this class intersect the negative imaginary axis at
x =-C(0-7r/2)-1. Furthermore, we have
arg(p(x)+ix)+O>O for allxl
in this case, as can be seen from the following argument. Suppose that arg (p(x)+ ix)+
0 < 0 for some x < 0. This would imply that
p(x) log x/(p(x)2 + x:) C + x{arg (p(x) + ix) + O} > O,
but this is in contradiction with the fact that arg (p(x)+ ix)<-0 <-7r/2 and, con-
sequently, p(x) < 0. Hence, by (2.2.2), it follows that p’(x) > 0 for all x e E (see Fig. 3).
Now let 0 and R > 1. By C(0, R) we shall denote the value of C such that
d(crc(O), O)= R.
DEFINITION 2.2.4. Let 0 . S will denote the asymptotic set of closed regions
{So (R), R > 1 }, where
So(R) {s 6 C: Re (s log s e i) >- C(O, R)}.
Furthermore, we shall put
s(-, o] s, s[0, )= s(o, ]=s, s[-, 0) _oo.
2.3. Proper asymptotic sets. Let 0 and A AA, where A G1 (n, (So)). In
order to prove the existence of linear mappings Ar,n defined on the Banach spaces
Br(So(R)) and possessing the properties mentioned in Definition 2.1.2, we proceed
exactly as in [7, 12]. Thus we obtain the following addition to Proposition 4.12 in [7].
PROPOSITION 2.3.1. Let S [.J 0t-,,3 So, where a and are real numbers such that
a <--_ . Let A G1 (n; ill (S)) and assume that



























































Then S is proper for the difference operator AA
The next proposition is concerned with the cases S So and S S_ (note that
So is the set of lower halfplanes {s C" Im s-<-R}, R > 1, whereas S_oo is a set of
upper halfplanes). Although it shows some resemblance to Proposition 4.16 in [7], the
assumptions made here are much more restrictive and therefore a stronger statement
can be made.
PROPOSITION 2.3.2. Let S So or S S_o andA G1 (n; l(S)). Assume that there
exists a positive number a less than 1 and a positive number Ro such that, for all s S(Ro)
either of the following inequalities holds"
Then S is proper for the difference operator AA
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that A is continuous on S(Ro)
and holomorphic in int S(Ro). For every R -> Ro and r_-> 0 we define a linear mapping
Ar,R by either of the following expressions: for all f Br(S(R))",
(i) Ar,Rf(S) f(s 1 + h A(s 1 A(s h )f(s h 1 if the first inequal-
ity holds, and
(ii) Ar,Rf(S) _o A(s)
-
A(s+ h)-lf(s+ h)ifthesecondinequalityholdsh=-O





liAr,Rflirt= a h l +h+
h=O Ro / Ilfllr.
With the aid of these estimates we readily verify that the mappings Ar,R possess the
required properties. The second case can be dealt with analogously.
2.4. Analytic simplification of linear difference operators. Propositions 2.3.1 and
2.3.2 can be used to derive existence theorems for solutions of nonlinear difference
equations, admitting asymptotic power series expansions in appropriate regions of the
complex plane. These, in their turn, can be applied to achieve analytic simplification
of homogeneous linear difference systems. Thus, for example, the statements made in
Theorems 15.16 (concerning a class of nonlinear equations) and 17.13 (on block
diagonalization) of [7] can now be extended immediately to all proper asymptotic sets
mentioned in Proposition 2.3.1. We shall not explicitly state the generalized versions
of these theorems here, but refer the reader to [7].
One immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3.1 is the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.4.1. Let S U o,tl So, where a and fl are real numbers such that
a <- t. Let A G1 (n; l (S)), let f4 be a canonicalform ofA, and let Gl (n;/) such
that A*= f4. Furthermore, assume that
(i) [r/2-r/k, r/2]fl,k(tr(A))= for all kk(tr(A)) such that k#0;
(ii) [c,/3171 0(tr(A))=.
Then there exists a unique matrixfunction F G1 (n; d//(S)) such that and AF A.
With the aid of the above-mentioned extension of Theorem 17.13 in [7] the
following result is obtained.
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(i) If -r/2 (cr(A)) there exists a matrixfunction F G1 (n; A//(S[-cr/2, r/2)))
such that AF A.
(ii) If zr/2:(tr(A)) there exists a matrix function FeG1 (n; A/(S(-cr/2, r/2]))
such that AP A.
Remark. The condition A eGl(n;(S(-,r))) may be replaced by A e
G1 (n; (So)) for some 0 greater than r/2 in case (i) or less than -zr/2 in case (ii).
The proof of Theorem 2.4.2 is roughly analogous to that of Theorem 18.13 in [7].
The difference with the latter theorem consists in the fact that here the asymptotic
expansion of the matrix function F is also valid as s
-
m in the direction of the negative
(case (i)) or positive (case (ii)) imaginary axis. The asymptotic behaviour of F in the
opposite direction can be deduced from the following lemma (by identifying F with
a vector solution of the equation A(A)y 0).
LEMMA 2.4.3. Let OR and AEG1 (n; (SoU S[-r/2, r/2])). Assume that f is
a solution of the equation AAy--0 with the following properties:
(i) f is continuous on the set So(R) U S[-zr/2, zr/2](R) and holomorIhic in its
interior, for some R > O.
(ii) f grows at most exponentially of order 1 as s-> in So(R). Then f grows at
most exponentially oforder 1 as s -> o in S[-zr/2, zr/2](R) provided R is sufficiently large.
Proof Let seS[-zr/2, r/2](R) and suppose that Ilmsl>e and s:So(R). Let
n(s) be the smallest integer such that s+ n(s)e So(R). Suppose that R is so large that
A-1 is continuous on the set So(R) U S[-r/2, r/2](R) and holomorphic in its interior.
Then we have
y(s)=A(s)-lA(s+l)-1... A(s+n(s)-l)-ly(s+n(s)).
By assumption, there exist positive numbers c and C such that, for all sr e So(R),
ly()l-<- c e lcl.
Moreover, there exist positive constants d and D such that, for all
So(R) [A S[-zr/2, zr/2](R),
IA(ff)-[_-< Dlffl
Hence it follows that
(2.4.4) [y(s) -<_ CD(Is + n(s)l an(s) e cls+n(s)l.
According to (2.2.3) there exists a positive constant K, independent of s, such that
[Im s[Re(s+n(s))<-K log [Im s["
Since [Im s[ > e, this implies that
Is+ n(s)] _-< (K + 1)[Im s[.
Hence
n(s) log Is + n(s)[ _-< K[Im s[{1 + log (K + 1)}.
The proof is completed by inserting the last two estimates into (2.4.4).
The next two theorems are based on Proposition 2.3.2. They can be proved by
the familiar method of successive block diagonalizing transformations. The existence
(and uniqueness) of these transformations can be deduced from Proposition 2.3.2 in
the usual manner.
THEOREM 2.4.5. Let S= S-o or -o, let A G1 (n; (S)), and let 4 be a canonical
form ofA of the form (1.2.1). Assume that, for all i, j {1,..., m} such that j and
di dj,
























































248 6. K. IMMINK
Then there exists a matrix function F G1 n; l S)) such that
AF(s)- f4(s)(In 4- s-rB(s))
where r, r> l, BEnd(n;(S)), and B-diag{Bll,’’’,B,m}. Moreover, this
matrix function F is determined uniquely by its asymptotic expansion.
A complete reduction of A to the canonical form in general is possible only if we
drop the requirement that the asymptotic expansion of F be valid as s- in both
horizontal directions. The following theorem will be needed in 4.
THEOREM 2.4.6. Let S {S, S_, S, _}. Let A G1 (n; /()) and let ft be a
canonicalform ofA. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.4.5 are satisfied. For every
G1 (n;/) such that A’= A, there exists a unique matrix function F G1 (n; /.(S))
with the following properties:
(i) AF= ft and =;




Remark. If A is upper or lower block triangular in the usual partition, then the
same is true of F.
3. A result of Birkhoff and Trjitzinsky. Let A G1 (n; C{s-1}[s]), or, more gen-
erally, A G1 (n; K), and let be a canonical form of A. As we mentioned in 1.2,
there exists a matrix function G1 (n; K) with the property that
A*=A.
This section deals with the following problem.
If a is any direction in the complex plane, does there exist a matrix function F,
analytic in a sector containing a half-line with direction a, such that
AF= and /3=0?
So far we have been able to answer this question in the affirmative for all directions
except those of the positive and negative imaginary axis. In order to include the latter
directions we had to impose a rather mild condition, viz. that either d(cr(A))= {0}, or
else that 0 or r or both -r/2 and r/2 do not belong to E(tr(A)) (cf. Theorem 2.4.2
above and Theorem 18.18 in [7]). It is the purpose of this section to remove this last
restrictive condition.
DEFINITION 3.1. A quadrant F is an asymptotic set of closed regions F(R) (R > 1)
of the following type:
F(R)= sC’a<-arg(s-so)<-a+-,lsl>-R
where So C, a 1(7r/2), 7/.
THEOREM 3.2. Let A G1 (n; K) and let 4 be a canonicalform ofA. Let F be any
quadrant. There exists a matrix function F G1 (n; (F)) such that
AF=A.
As a matter of fact this theorem was proved by Birkhoff and Trjitzinsky in [1].
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to follow. Here we have tried to remedy certain inaccuracies contained in this paper
and have sketched a considerably simplified version of their proof.
We shall consider the case that a =-7r/2. All other cases can be proved
analogously.
The proof consists of two steps. The first step is to carry the matrix function A
into a block-triangular form by a suitable transformation. In the paper by Birkhoff
and Trjitzinsky this is achieved by a rather particular method which has been exposed
in earlier papers by Birkhoff alone. It is quite different from the one we used in [7],
but the results are essentially the same. These can be stated as follows (cf. Lemma 9
of[l]).
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let o S(-Tr, 7r) and A G1 (n; J/t(o)). Let f4 be a canonical
form of A. There exists a matrix function F1 G1 (n; M(So)) such that
AF=A(In+s-rB(s)),
where r> 1, BEnd (n; M(So)) and Bij=-O if i>j, i,j{1,. .,m}.
For the proof of this proposition we refer the reader to Proposition 18.15 of [7].
The second and more delicate step is the final transformation of AF1 into A. Put
AFt=A1. We now search a matrix function FG1 (n; s(F)) with the following
properties"
(i) A1 A;
(ii) Fij=0 if i>j, i,j{1,..., m}.
If j {1,..., m} and i<-j, the block Fi must satisfy the following inhomogeneous
difference equation:
(3.4) Z(s+l)=(A1),(s)Z(s)A(s)-l+ (A1),h(S)Fh(S)A(s) -1.
For every j > 1 there are j equations that we can solve successively, beginning with
Fj, then F_I, etc. First, let us suppose that d d for some i<j. As dl <- d for all
<j, it follows that d d for all such that i<=l<=j.
LEMMA 3.5. Let <--_j and assume that di dj. Then there exists a number e (0, r/2)
and, for every such that <= <-j, a matrixfunction FIj Hom (M(S)nJ, sg(S)"’), where
S S(-Tr+ e, e), satisfying (3.4) with replaced by I.
The statement above can easily be deduced from Theorem 15.1 of [7] by means
of induction on j-/. If di dj for all i,j {1,..., m} the assertion of Theorem 3.2
follows immediately. Now suppose that di < dj for some j { 1, , m} and some <j.
Consequently, dl < dj for all l_-< i. In that case the proof is completed by repeated
application of Lemma 3.7 below.
DEFINITION 3.6. Let 0, Xo R. By F0,xo we shall denote the asymptotic set of closed
regions Fo,xo(R) (R > 1) defined by
Fo,xo(R) {s So(R): Im s <_- Xo}.
LEMMA 3.7. Let O, xoR, BEnd (n; M(Fo,xo)), and h (M(Fo,o)). Let
A(s) exp {q(s + 1) q(s)}(I + s-B(s)),
where q(s) ds log s +=11Ul’hSh/p’ P
’
d 7lip, IXh C for all h {1,. , p}. Suppose
that d < 0 and dO Im/Xp mod 27r. Then the equation
(3.8) Aay=h

























































Proof. The homogeneous equation AAy 0 possesses a fundamental matrix Y of
the form
Y(s)=Z(s)sOeq(s),
where G is a constant matrix and Z G1 (n; s4(Fo,xo)). Since, by assumption, 0 1/d
(Im/.Zp mod 2r) and as/Xp obviously is determined modulo 27ri by A, we may assume
that
dO < Im/Xp < dO + 27r.
Let R be a positive number such that Z is holomorphic in int Fo,xo(R) and represented
asymptotically by Z as s- c in Fo,,o(R). Let So denote the point on the boundary of
So(R) with the property that Im So Xo. Consider the linear mapping A of Bo(Fo,xo(R))
(cf. Definition 2.1.1) defined by the following formula:
Af(s) Y(s) fc d Y(+ 1)-’f() + A(s)-’f(s)(s) 1 exp {2ri(s ’)}
wheref Bo(Fo,xo(R)), s FO,xo(R) such that Im s < Xo and C(s) is a path going from
So to infinity in such a way that it intersects the line Im
"-
Im s exactly once, in a
point between s and s / 1.
It can easily be verified that the vector function Ah is a solution of the equation
(3.8). In order to prove that it has the desired asymptotic properties, we shall show
that, for all r>0 and all X<Xo, A maps the Banach space Br(Fo,o(R)) into
Br+v(I’o,x (R)), where v is some fixed real number.
For all s F O,xo(R) let s’ denote the point on the boundary of Fo,xo with the property
that
Re (s’ log s’ei) Re {(s +1/2) log (s+1/2) el}.
Let Cl(S) be the path from oe to s’ such that
Re (r log re i) Re (s’ log s’ ei), Cl(s)
and let C2(s) denote the directed line segment from s’ to So (see Fig. 4). Let r>0,
x < Xo, andf Br(Fo,(R)). Putting
f Y(+ 1)-lf(sr)Y(s)
,(s)
d" 1 -exp {27ri(s- ’)}- Ii(s), i= 1, 2
we have
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The second term may be written as follows:
(3.10) I2(s) Y(s) Y(s’)-1 exp {27ri(s’- s)} exp {2ri(s s’)}Iz(s’).




1 -exp {27ri(s- lexp {-27ri(s- st)} 1[ -1-< [1 -exp {27r(x- Xo)}]
-1
and taking into account the rapid decrease of Y(’+ 1) -1 along C2(s) we readily verify
that
sup I(s’) r+a exp {27ri(s- s’)}Iz(s’)] < .
sI’o,x(R)
The term Ii(s) in (3.9) and the product
Y(s) Y(s’) -1 exp {27ri(s’-s)}
in (3.10) can be dealt with by the methods used in [7, 12]. Indeed, the integral Ii(s)
is similar to the one figuring in (12.2) of [7], where the above product can be estimated
in much the same way as the integrand of I+(s) defined on p. 71 of [7]. Thus we find
that Af Br+d(Fo,x(R)), provided R is sufficiently large. Hence it follows that Ah
/(Fo,) for all x < Xo. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Remark. With the aid of Lemma 3.7 we can prove a slightly stronger statement
than the one made in Theorem 3.2, namely, the existence, for all x and all
0 O(tr(A)), of a matrix function FG1 (n; (Fo,)) with the property that Av= A.
4. The Stokes phenomenon.
4.1. A preliminary transformation. In the remaining sections we shall determine
the "maximal asymptotic sets" for and study the connection between different funda-
mental matrix solutions of the linear homogeneous difference equation
(4.1.1) Aay =0
where a 6 G1 (n; C{s-1}[s]).
In order to avoid the complications caused by the intermingling of different types
of Stokes phenomena (associated with different levels) we shall make the simplifying
assumption that the set d(A) defined in 1.2 has m distinct elements.
Let be a canonical form of A and let U denote the asymptotic set of closed
regions U(R)(R > 1), defined by (0.2). According to Theorem 18.16 in [7] there exists
a matrix function T G1 (n; (U)) such that
a7"(s) a(s)(In + s-rB(s)),
where r> 1, B End (n; (U)) and Bij 0if i>j, i,j {1, , m}. (Actually, Theorem
18.16 only states the existence of matrix functions TeG1 (n; (S[-Tr, 7r)) and Te
G1 (n; (S(-Tr, 7r])) with analogous properties, but these can be seen to coincide in
some sector, provided l ’2.) Let S be an asymptotic set of closed regions with the
property that $(R)c U(R) for all R > 1. In the following sections we shall consider
fundamental matrix solutions of (4.1.1) of the form
Y= TFY,
where F is a solution of the equation
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with the properties that FGI(n;M(S)), F(oo)=In, and Fij---0 if i>j, i,j
{1,... ,m}.
4.2. Connection matrices. Let G1 and G2 be open regions in U(1) such that
G1CI G2# . Let F1 and F2 be solutions of (4.1.2), holomorphic in G1 and G2,
respectively.
DEFINITION 4.2.1. The connection matrix ofthe pair (G, F2) is the matrix function
P defined by the expression
P=
 ’F? F2 V.
Obviously, P is a periodic matrix function of period 1. If both F1 and F2 are
upper block-triangular in the usual partition, then so is P.
In what follows we shall always be concerned with the case that one of the two
regions G and G2 is a lower or an upper halfplane. It can easily be verified that (4.1.2)
possesses a unique formal solution h=o Fhs-a/P(P t), with the property that Fo I,.
Hence, according to Theorem 2.4.6, there exist four unique matrix functions
F0o G1 (n; M(S0O)), F-0o G1 (n; M(S_0O)),
#oo 6 G1 (n; M(S’0O)), t6-0o 6 G1 (n; M(_oo)),
with the properties mentioned in the theorem. Moreover, all four matrix functions are
upper block triangular (cf. the remark below Theorem 2.4.6). Let P0o and P-0o denote
the connection matrices of the pairs (F0o,/-0o) and (F-0o, #0o), respectively. Obviously,
these too are upper block triangular. Let have the form (1.2.1). For all i,j {1, , rn}
we have
Pi(s) exp (qj(s) qi(s))s-’(F0o(s)-l ff’-0o(s))ijs Gj.
If <j, due to the fact that di < d;, the first factor on the right-hand side of this identity
decreases very rapidly as Re s -> -oo. In view of the growth properties of F0o and #-0o
this implies that Pj tends to zero as Re s-->-oo and hence must vanish identically.
Similarly, it can be seen that P0o= 0 if #j. Now consider the diagonal blocks
Fi and F { 1, , rn}. Both satisfy the equation
Z(s + l A,T(s)Z(s)A,(s)-’
1+ (In,+s-rB,,(s))Z(s) 1+
This equation has a solution GG1 (n; M(S(-r, r))) represented by the infinite
product
(4.2.2) G(s)=su, (In,+B(s+n))-1 s -u’, s U(Ro)
n=0
and a solution ff] e G1 (n; M(0o) (3 M(_0o)) represented by
#,(s) =su’ H (In,+B,(s-n))s-N’, sS-0o(Ro)OS-_oo(Ro),
n=l
where B(s)= s s-N’Bi(s)s u’ and Ro is some sufficiently large positive number. It is
easily seen that
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Furthermore, if Ro is sufficiently large, Fi and Fi as well as their inverses are bounded
on So(Ro) S_o(Ro). Hence, by Theorem 2.4.6, Fi must coincide with F, in a lower
halfplane and with FS. in an upper halfplane, whereas/3 must coincide with . in
a lower halfplane and with ff’ in an upper halfplane. Consequently, the connection
matrices P and PiS. can both be represented by the infinite product
I-[ (In,+Bi(s-n)), i{1,...,m}
in a lower and an upper halfplane, respectively. We shall assume that Ro is so large
that F and (F)-1 are bounded on the (closed) halfplane S-(Ro), and, moreover,
F and its inverse have the same properties with respect to S_(Ro).
Now let G be an open region in U(Ro) such that
G= U G+x,
xl
and supso Im s =-infso Im s o.
Let F be a solution of (4.1.2), holomorphic in G and with diagonal blocks F, F,
where Fi is defined by (4.2.2), for all e {1, , m}. F may be continued analytically
to a holomorphic function in
U G+x(-I U(Ro).
x
This function will again be denoted by F.
In the following lemma we consider the connection matrices of (F, F) and
(F-,F).
LEMMA 4.2.3. Let Y---FY, {1,’’ ", m} and let P denote the matrix function
defined by
(s)-IF(s)-IF(s) {r(s) if s S-(Ro),
n(s)
.(s)_,F_O(s)_,F(s) {Z(s if s _(Ro).
For all i,j {1,..., m} and all s So(Ro) S_oo(Ro) the following identity holds"
Pq(s) lim Yi(s- n)-’Fi(s- n) Y(s- n).
Proof. We shall prove the statement for all s S(Ro), by means of induction on
j i. If j 1 we have, for all s So(Ro) and all n Z,
Pij(s) Yi(s- n)-lFij(s n) Yj(s- n)+ Yi(s- n)-a(F)i’(s n) Y(s- n).
Due to the fact that d < d while (F)
-
is bounded on q(Ro), the second term on
the right-hand side of this identity tends to zero as n- c.
Now suppose that j- > 1 and that the statement is true for all pairs of indices
(k, l) such that l-k <j-i. Then we have
Pq(s)- Yi(s- n)-’Fq(s- n) Y(s- n)
2 Yi(s- n)-l(F)ihl(s-- n) Yh(S-- n) Yh(S-- n)-aFhj(S-- n) Y(s n).
Again the product Y(s-n)-(F)(s-n)-Yh(s-n) tends to zero as nc for all
h > i. By assumption, for all h <j the product Yh(s- n)-Fhj(S n) Y(s- n) tends to

























































identity tends to zero as n-+ oo and the result follows. For s S_oo(Ro) the proof is
analogous.
4.3. Maximal asymptotic sets. Let 0o=max {0 O(o’(A))’O<-_O} and let all ele-
ments of O(o(A)) be numbered in such a way that 0N < 0N/, N Z. For all N
and all i,j {1,. ., m}, nij(N) will denote the smallest integer not less than
1
2rr
{(d,- 4)0N Im (IX,,p -/Zj.p)}.




{ di 4 O -Im
and an integer M’ such that
1
nq(N)+l 2rr {(d,- 4) 0v,- Im (/z,.p tZa,p)}.
Suppose that <j. This implies that di< d. Then, obviously M’< M_-< N. Hence it
follows that
(4.3.1) O<- nv(N-1)- nv(N) <- I i, j e {1, m}, <j, N 77.
For all N e g we define an upper block-triangular matrix function FN by means of
the following recursive relation for the blocks (FN):
(FN)g Fi (defined in (4.2.2)),
exp {2nij(N)rri(s ’)} N(4.3.2) (FN),(s)= Y(s) d
(s -exp {2rri(s ’)} I, (’) Y(s)
-, <j,
s int U(Ro), where
(4.3.3) Io(’) Y(’+I) Z A()(FN)h()Y()
i<hj
and C(s) is a contour in U(Ro), enclosing the negative imaginary axis as well as the
points s-n, n, but not s (see Fig. 5).
LEMMA 4.3.4. Let R and R’ be positive numbers such that R’> R > Ro. Let Uo
U(R)\ U(R’). There exist positive constants c and C such that, for all i, j { 1, , m}
and all N 77,
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_Proof. For all k {1,. , m} we define Uk U(R ke)\ U(R’+ ke), where e is
a sufficiently small positive number such that U,, c U(Ro). For all (s, r) U,, x U,, we
have
[exp {2 nij (N) 7ri( s sr) }1 =< exp {4(R’ + me)Tr[ nij( N)[}.
Hence, in view of (4.3.1), we obtain the inequality
(4.3.5) lexp {2n(N)Tri(s ’)}1 --< Co eclNI,
where Co and Co are positive numbers independent of N.
If s Uk for some k{1,..., m-l} the contour C(s) in (4.3.2) may be chosen
in such a way that C(s)c U,+I and d(,s+’)>=e for all
’
C(s). Then there exists
a positive number K such that
(4.3.6) ]1 -exp {27ri(s r)}l-1 _-< K for all s U,,_I and all sr C(s).
We shall prove the lemma by means of induction on j i. Ifj 1 the expression
in (4.3.3) is reduced to
IN 1AT, () Yi(+ )- () ().
Due to the fact that d < dj, this function tends to zero very rapidly as Re
uniformly on Urn. Consequently, the integrals
(s)
exist and are bounded by a constant, independent of N. With (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) it
follows that, for all N 7,
sup IY(s)-I(FN),j(s)Yj(s)I<=C1 eqlNI,
U
where cl and C1 are positive constants independent of N.
Now let j-i= k > 1 and suppose that for all < k there exist positive numbers c
and C such that
(4.3.7) sup [Yg(S)-I(FN)gh(S) Yh(S)[ C,e’lNI
Urn_
for all N 7/and all h, g e { 1, , m} such that h g =/. Then we have, for all N 7/,
all h {1, , m} such that < h <j and all s U,-j+h,
Y(s + 1)-lA,rh(S)(FN)h)(S) Y(s)l<-_lY(s+ 1)-lA,(s) Yh(s)tf)_h eC-hlul.
Inserting this into (4.3.3) and using the estimates (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) we conclude that
there exist positive numbers c and C such that (4.3.7) holds for k as well. Hence
it follows that for all {1,. , m-1} there exist positive numbers c and CI such
that (4.3.7) holds. Since Uo c U for all e {1,..., m- 1} this proves the lemma.
With the aid of residue calculus it is readily verified that, for all i,j {1,. ., m}
such that <j and all N 7/, the matrix function (FN)j satisfies the equation
T -1Z(s+ 1)-- Aii(s)Z(s)tj(s -I- ., Ah(S)(FN)j(S))(S)-’.

























































THEOREM 4.3.8. For all N 7/ let P and P denote the connection matrices of
F, FN) and F-w, Fry), respectively. Let R1 > Ro. There exist positive numbers d and
D such that, for allj 1, , m, all j and all N , thefollowing inequalities hold"
sup [(P)q(s) exp {-2(nij(N)- 1)is}[ D eaINl,
s$(R1)
sup ](P)q(s) exp {-2nq(N)is}] D eINI.
s$_(R)
COROLLARY 4.3.9. ere exists a positive number R such that
lim F(s)= F(s) if Im s -R,
N
lim F(s)= F-(s) ff Im s R.
Proo For all Ne, all i, je(1, , m} suCh that i<j and all seS(Ro) we have
(4.3.10) (F)q(s) Fq(s)+ Z Fn(s) Yn(s)(P)n2(s) (s)
-ih(j
Applying Theorem 4.3.8 and noting that, according to (4.3.1),
nn2(0) nn2(N) N for all h <j, N Z,
we obtain the following inequality for all s S(R)"
[(FN)o(s)-- Fi(s)] Z [F,(s) Yn(s)[] (s)-]Dnj(s) exp {N(d-2 Im s)},
ih(j
where Dn2(s) D exp {2(nn2(0) + 1) Im s}. If we take R > max (R, d/2) the first
statement follows immediately. The second statement is proved analogously.
Proof of eorem 4.3.8. Let Co be a U-shaped contour in the interior of
U(R) U(Ro) enclosing the negative imaginary axis. By means of residue calculus it
is easily shown that
N(S)-(FN)o(S)- (PN)o(S)+
1=1
N is defined by (4.3.3) andwhere Iq
exp {2nq(N)i(s-)} N(P)q(s) d 1-exp(2i(s-)} Iq (),
for all Ne , all i,j (1,..., m} such that i<j and all s with the propey that
]Im s]R.
Consequently, the following identity holds for all n e
"
(s-l).(s--n)-(FN)o(s--n)(s--n)=(PN)o(S) + Z lo
l=n
Making n and applying Lemma 4.2.3 we find
(P)q(s) (P)q(s) if Im s-R,((P),2(s) if Im sR.
Hence it follows that
+ exp {-2(nq(N) 1)i}(4.3.11) exp(-2(nq(N)-l)is}(P)q(s)=
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for all s So(R,), whereas
(4.3.12) exp {-2nj(N)Tris}(P-)j(s)
for all s S_w(R). Writing
I,(r)= Z Y(sr+ 1)-la(") Yh()Yh()-’(F)hj() Y()
i<hj
and using Lemma 4.3.4 we obtain, for all
"
Co, the estimate
N NIIij() <-Cel 2 IY(+I)-IA()Yh()I,
i<h<--j
where c and C are positive constants. As di< dh if < h, the integral
Idl Y(’+ 1)-’A,(sr)
is convergent for all < h. Furthermore, the functions
q(s, ’) [exp {-27ri(s ’)}-
and
q(s,
are obviously bounded on S(R) Co and S_(R) Co, respectively. With (4.3.1) it
is now easily verified that the expressions in (4.3.11) and (4.3.12) lead to estimates of
the required form.
Remark. The matrix elements ofP (i.e., the connection matrix of (Fu, F) and
(Fu, F-W)) can be computed from Fu by means of the following recursive relation:
(P) 6i if ij,
--6ij-- fc dexp{Znil(N)Tri(s-)} Ii()(Pv1)lj if i<j<l 1 -exp {2ri(s ’)}
where I u. is defined by (4.3.3).
The next, and final, proposition is concerned with the asymptotic behaviour of
the matrix functions Fu.
PROPOSITION 4.3.13. Let N 7] and S* LI o<o<o+, So. We have
Fu 6 G1 (n; (S*)).
Moreover, Fu is the unique solution of (4.1.2) which is analytic in a right halfplane and
possesses the properties mentioned in Theorem 4.3.8.
Proof Let 0 e (0u, 0u+a) and let
S- So f3 So.
Putting
Ndh-dj dhj ]h--ld,j+2(nhj(N)-- l)7l’i-" ]Zhj
for all h,j {1, .., m} and all N ’, and using Theorem 4.3.8 we find
IYh(s)( + ’lPN)h(S)Y(s)-=exp{(dhslogs+tzs)(l+o(1))} S-->oO, sS(R)
for all j {1,..., m} and all h <j. By Definition 2.2.4,
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for all s So (R1), hence
Re (dhjS log s + txs) <- dhjC(O, R1) q- Re {(/x uhj idhO S}
if h <j and s So(RI). Now, 0 e (0, ON+) implies that
N0 < dhjO Im/x h < 2
With the aid of the above inequalities we readily verify that
Yh(S)(P+)hj(S) Y(s)-’O, s-oo, s S-(R),
if h <j and R is a sufficiently large number. With (4.3.10) we conclude that
FN F G1 (n; So(S)).
In a similar manner we prove that
FN F G1 (n; So(So f’l S_oo)).
As F and F are represented asymptotically by the series Yh=O Fhs-hIp as s
-
oo in
So(R1) and S_(R1) respectively, it remains to be shown that Fu admits the same
asymptotic expansion as s-oo in a "strip" of the form So(R)f-l{seC’llmsl<-R},
where R is a suitable positive number. This follows immediately from a Phragm6n-
Lindel6f-type of argument (cf. [15, p. 180]). Thus we conclude that Fu e G1 (n; sd(So))
for all 0 (0u, 0+) and, consequently, Fu e G1 (n; sq(S*u)). Since here we have not
used any properties of FN, except for those mentioned in Theorem 4.3.8, the second
statement now follows from Theorem 2.4.1.
In conclusion we can say that, unless PN-1 Pu or Pu Pu+, the asymptotic
sets S* mentioned in Proposition 4.3.13 are maximal in the following sense: for every
N e77 there exists a (unique) matrix function FN e G1 (n; sq(S*N)) with the property
that AFr A, whereas FN G1 (n; (So,,,)) and FN G1 (n; Q(SoN+I))O Analogously,
there exist maximal asymptotic sets N, defined by
gN U e iVrSo+r N 7/
ONKOKON+
and unique matrix functions /3 e G1 (n; ()) such that AN=. The Stokes
phenomenon in the class of difference equations considered in this section can be
co,mpl,etely described by determining the connection matrices of (Fu, Fu+l) and
(FN, FN+I), N 7/, and the connection matrices poo and p-oo defined below Definition
4.2.1.
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